a strong relationship with each other, which is helpful to get more positive results from social network analysis. For example, if the nodes in a network represent the user profiles in a social network, and edges represent the interaction between these nodes, then a community of nodes provides the group of users who are closely interacting with each other and share some similar characteristics. The community detection can be used to derive the information about a group of people who go to the same school, who work at the same organization, or group of books by the same publication. This strong association among the nodes in a network can also be used to predict the link formation or edge creation. Deriving the strongest community among the large network graph has become an increasingly important and critical task [2, 3] in graph analytics. Several different techniques of community detection are already defined. Although more advance work is in progress, there are small number of efficient mechanisms to get the knowledge from attributed graphs. The large volume of information is represented in the form of network graph, where some key attributes are assigned to the nodes, and relationship between different nodes are represented in the form of edges. It is important to consider these attributed graphs for the community detection, which can give us much more useful information than general network graphs. Current techniques of community detection can be categorized into three different categories. First, the Structure-based community detection, where the community of nodes is formed based on the connectivity between nodes. The techniques like Label Propagation [4] , Random Walk [5] , and Modularity Optimization [6] focus on the probability of edge creation or connectivity between two nodes. These probabilistic models derive a community based on the actual and possible connection between different nodes, and group them together based on the connectivity of nodes. This type of community detection gives the nodes which have high connectivity with each other and form a cohesive structure. However, these techniques do not consider the attributes associated with each node, hence, the accurate communities may not be derived from the attributed graphs. Another class of community detection technique considers the attributes associated with each node, also known as the Attributebased community detection. However, it is possible that the two nodes which share the same attributes may not be connected to each other, hence the community of nodes may not be structurally cohesive. There are some methods which consider the attribute similarity as well as the connectivity between nodes while deriving a community of nodes. The fundamental principle behind all these methods is to create a group of nodes which share some common features. But, we do not have any prior information about how many communities and what types of relationships are present between the nodes in a community. Finding communities in an online manner is a more efficient and accurate way of extracting knowledge on a real-time scale. Thus, we introduce a novel method to derive the community of nodes in an online manner based on the attribute similarity and the connectivity of nodes in a graph. This paper defines a new mechanism to extract community of nodes from attributed graphs by using the keyword search technique. The proposed method is used to derive the communities in an online manner, which makes it possible to generate personalized communities based on the user queries. Since a keyword search approach is used to detect the communities, proposed method is able to derive these communities in a more accurate and efficient manner. The key contributions to the novel method are listed as follows:
1. A novel technique of community detection is developed based on the existing revolutionary research [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . 2. The node attributes are used to represent the keywords in the attributed graphs to design a novel algorithm of community detection using keyword search over attributed graphs. 3. Since the multiple keyword attributes are present on every node, it is important to find the influential attributes from the set of attributes, which in turn leads to influential nodes. A new measure, called as node-weight, is defined to derive the influential attributes among all the nodes. 4. Apart from Node-weighted attributes, it is necessary to find the probability of connectivity of nodes which share similar attributes. Hence, another threshold value, called as edge-weight, is given to filter out the attributes which have the least probability of being shared among different nodes, and find the influential nodes in terms of attribute similarity. 5. Once the influential attributes are determined, we assign a vector of keyword attributes on each node. These node attributes can be classified into different classes based on the similarity of two attributes. We use Jaccard Similarity Index to measure the similarity between two nodes. 6. These similar attributes between the two nodes contain the Node-weighted and Edgeweighted attributes. The average value of the weight of common attributes give the probability of edge creation between two nodes based on shared similar attributes. Thus, these nodes can be classified together based on probability of connectivity, and attribute similarity. 7. A class label is assigned to each node while classifying the attributes in different classes. This class information is used as a keyword on each node, and can be used for personalized as well as generalized community detection by using keyword search techniques. 8. The experimental analysis shows that the proposed algorithm is able to derive the personalized community for a query, and generalized communities for all class of attributes. Thus, the proposed mechanism is able to derive community of nodes in an online and efficient manner based on the keyword attributes.
The rest of the work is organized as follows. "Related work" section presents the related work and background. "Methods" section gives the detailed explanation of the proposed approach. "Keyword search based algorithm" section describes Keyword Search based algorithm for personalized as well as generalized community detection in detail. "Algorithm analysis" section analyzes the performance of the proposed approach. "Experimental results" section describes experimental analysis, and "Concluding remarks" section provides the conclusive remarks for the paper.
Related work
This section reviews the related work about community detection and keyword search over the large network graphs.
Community detection on attributed graphs
Since the inception of graph theory, many algorithms have been proposed for different applications of graph theory [2, 7, 9] . For instance, social network analysis started in 1930s and has become one of the most critical and revolutionary areas of research in the big data community.
Community detection
A community is also known as a cluster, and defined as a group of vertices which probably share common features, or have a strong relationship with each other formed by the strong distribution of edges between vertices. In Fig. 1 , a graphic representation of a sample graph with communities is shown.
A community [13] can also be defined as a dense subgraph, since the nodes in same communities have dense connection with each other than that of different communities. Each community represents a functional system or working unit, due to which it is necessary to find different effective techniques of community detection. The community detection techniques can be categorized as follows:
Structure-based community detection
This class of community detection determines the probability of possible connection based on the existing connections between nodes, and groups them together in one community. The existing methods like Label Propagation [4] and Random Walk [5] generate the community structure based on a probabilistic model. The Label Propagation [4] assigns label to each node and changes the label of each node based on the label of neighbors. Though Label Propagation [4] is computationally efficient, it does not consider the attributes associated with each node, hence, may not be an effective method to create a group of nodes based on the label of neighbors for attributed graphs. The Random Walk [5] method works on the principal of Markov Chain Process, where nodes are grouped together based on the probability of transition from one node to another. Since the current Random Walk [5] based methods do not consider the attributes associated with nodes, hence, the generated communities may not have attribute similarity between the nodes in a community. Girvan and Newman proposed a new measure known as the modularity [6, 9] , which is defined as the fraction of connections within a community in the actual network minus expected fraction of connections in a random network. As per the definition of modularity, a maximum modularity gives the best partition of a network [9] . Fortunato and Barthelemy discovered that the modularity optimization [13] gives extra importance to the number of connections in a network, and hence this method cannot correctly classify some specific cases of networks. The main limitation of the modularity optimization [13] approach is that it does not consider the overall size of a community. To overcome this limitation, Rosvall and Bergstrom [3] used the full description length of a partition of a network to compress the network-based communication process. Li et al. [14] proposed a fast and accurate measure of mining community structure by providing a kernel function to measure the leadership of each node. Once the leader nodes are determined, a discrete-time dynamical system is used to assign the community for each node dynamically. All these methods consider the actual and possible connection between different nodes, and generate the structurally cohesive community structure. However, none of the above methods considers the node attributes, and hence, may not be the accurate measure to generate community structures for an attributed graph.
Attributed-based community detection
Many different techniques of community detection have considered large complex graph without any keyword or attributes on its nodes. There are few techniques of community detection for the network graphs having node attributes [15] . Fang et al. [16] proposed the community detection on large attributed graphs by creating an index tree based on the keyword attribute information. Zhou et al. [17] proposed a method to derive the clusters by computing the pairwise similarity between the nodes using keywords and links between the nodes. Ruan et al. [18] proposed a method called as CODICIL, where new edges are created based on the content similarity, and then effective graph sampling is done to boost the efficiency of graph clustering. In another approach [19] , the attributed graph community detection is done based on probabilistic inferences. CESNA [20] detects the overlapping communities by assuming communities generate content. He et al. proposed another method known as MISAGA, [21] for mining subgraphs in an attributed graph. MISAGA [21] defines a probabilistic measure to determine the strength of association between a pair of attribute values, then it determines the degree of association between each pair of vertices to group them together in one community. All these methods consider the degree of association between a pair of vertices based on a set of attributes on vertices. However, these methods may not consider the structure cohesiveness or the connectivity between a pair of vertices while creating the community structure. It is necessary to design a mechanism which will consider both, structure cohesiveness and attribute similarity for a group of nodes belonging to the same community. There are few techniques which achieve this objective [22] .
Online community detection
There are some techniques to determine the communities in an online manner, that is based on a query request. Few of these methods [23] [24] [25] [26] obtain the community for given vertex V based on the query over q. Such a personalized community detection technique requires different measures like the minimum degree, k-core, etc., which generate the structurally cohesive communities. Sozio et al. [23] proposed the first algorithm known as the Global to find the k-core containing vertex q. Cui et al. [25] proposed the Local to enhance the efficiency of the Global by expanding techniques to local search space. There are many other methods like k-clique [24] and k-truss [27] which searches the communities in large complex networks, but all these techniques assume non-attributed graphs, and does not consider the important keyword attribute information on nodes which can be used for the generation of more accurate communities in the graph.
Keyword search over graphs
The keyword search over graphs [28] [29] [30] [31] have attracted significant attention in recent years since it provides valuable information to users without the knowledge of underlying entities, schema, or access mechanism. Many advanced keyword search techniques [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] are developed to search information over such large complex graphs. We use the concept of keyword search over graphs to generate different communities in the graph. We apply the naive keyword search approach to search the keyword attributes on the nodes, and group them together based on the similarity between two nodes. The keyword search approach gives the flexibility of searching the required group of nodes in an online manner. Since the social network graphs may have multiple attributes assigned to their nodes, a mechanism is designed to derive clusters in the graph based on the attribute similarity among different nodes. The next section defines the problem, and describes the key definitions and major aspects of the proposed approach.
In this paper, we consider some important measures described by structure-based, attribute-based, online community detection, and keyword search methods to design a novel method for more accurate community detection over large attributed graphs.
Methods
The proposed approach for community detection using Keyword Attribute Search is explained in detail in this section. Before explaining the proposed approach, it is necessary to define the problem, provide some corresponding definitions, and lemmas to support the proposed approach.
Data mdel
Let a network graph is denoted as G = (V , E, Λ) , which is an undirected and attribute graph. V is the set of vertices, E is the set of undirected edges, and Λ is the set of attributes assigned to each vertex v i ∈ V in the graph. If two vertices v i and v j are connected to each other through an undirected edge, then such a graph is known as a connected graph. The set of attributes for all vertices v i ∈ V is denoted as Λ = {attr 1 , attr 2 , attr 3 ...attr n } , and the set of attribute values associated with each vertex v i is denoted as attr ji = {attr 1i , attr 2i , ...attr ji )}.
In this paper, an undirected attributed graph G = (V , E, Λ) is considered. Let n and m be the size of V and E, respectively. Table 1 represents the meaning of all the symbols used in the paper.
Preliminary
A community can be defined as a subgraph of G that have the nodes densely connected to each other to form a cohesive structure, and sparsely connected to nodes in other communities. The structure cohesiveness of a graph G is defined by how different nodes are connected to each other. The minimum degree of all vertices in a community is k or more [23, 25, 26, 33, 34] , also known as k-core , which is an important condition for structure cohesiveness of G.
Definition 1 (k-core)
Given an integer k ( k ≥ 0 ), the k-core [23, 33, 35] [16, 23, 33] makes sure that all the nodes in a community G k are densely connected to each other in some way, and hence makes the structure cohesive.
Definition 2 (Jaccard Similarity Index)
Given a graph G = (V , E) and two vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ V which have set of attributes X 1 and X 2 respectively, the measure of similarity between the two vertices can be given by the Jaccard Similarity Index [36] Sim(v 1 , v 2 ) and defined as follows:
Table 1 Symbols and meanings

Symbol Meaning
G(V, E)
An undirected graph with set of vertices V and set of edges E A set of attributes for set of vertices V q keyword or query to be searched on attributed graph G
The length of the set of attribute X for vertex q
The largest connected subgraph of G such that q ∈ G[S ′ ] , and S ⊂ X (v) The Jaccard Similarity Index [36] measure can be useful to give some threshold constant, which can be used to classify the vertices with a similarity of attributes greater than or equal to the threshold constant into a common group of vertices.
Definition 3 (shortest path length or geodesic distance)
Apart from the attribute similarity, it is necessary that the two nodes v 1 and v 2 are connected to each other at a minimum possible distance. If two nodes v 1 and v 2 are connected to each other, but far away from each other in a network than the other nodes, then such nodes may not be the part of a community. Since the communities contain nodes which are densely connected, the shortest path distance between two nodes should be minimal to make the community structure dense, or structurally cohesive. The shortest path length or geodesic distance [37] can be used to calculate and specify the maximum threshold on the distance between two nodes v 1 and v 2 . The shortest path length or geodesic distance [37] can be given as follows:
Problem definition
The problem is defined as follows:
The vertices v i ∈ V in a subgraph should be connected to each other to form a cohesive structure, and sparsely connected to other subgraphs. 2. The vertices v i ∈ V which have similar attributes should be partitioned into the same group, while the vertices with different attributes should be partitioned into separate groups.
Based on the above properties, the formal problem definition for the community detection in attributed graphs is stated in the following definition:
Problem 1 (attributed community detection)
Given a graph G(V , E, ) , positive integer constants k, d, θ c , θ w , W v , and W e , a vertex v ∈ V , and a set of attributes attr i ⊂ X(v i ∈ V ) , return a set of subgraphs such that following properties should be satisfied ∀G v ∈ G:
1. Connectivity G v ∈ G is a connected subgraph and contains v ∈ V ; 2. Dense structure ∀v ∈ G v following properties should be satisfied; a.
all the nodes v ∈ V in a subgraph have degree greater than or equal to the K _core value, deg G v (v) ≥ k , k is a minimum threshold for k-core value. b. if two nodes (v i , v j ) ∈ V are connected, then the distance between them should be less than or equal to the maximum threshold constant d of the shortest path length or geodesic distance,
3. Attribute sharing ∀v ∈ G v and ∀X ∈ following properties should be satisfied; a. each node v ∈ V should have a set of influential attributes such that,
the probability of attribute attr i on all vertices, P(attr ij ∈ v j , attr ik ∈ v k ) is the probability of attribute attr i shared between vertices v j and v k , W v and W e are minimum threshold constants for probability of attributes on nodes and edges, respectively. b. if two nodes v i , v j ∈ V are connected, then the two nodes should share the maximal similar influential attributes, and the average weight of common influential attributes should be greater than or equal to Average Edge weight,
if two nodes v i , v j ∈ V are connected, then the two nodes should share the maximal similar attributes, and the similarity between these attributes should be greater than or equal to Jaccard Similarity Index,
The above properties like k-core and shortest path length make sure the community structure is structurally cohesive, and the property of Node-weight, Edge-weight, and Jaccard Similarity Index makes sure the community structure follows the attribute cohesiveness. Both of these requirements are critical for an accurate community detection. Figure 2a , b shows the attributed graph with the corresponding communities based on the problem definition. Figure 3 shows another example of ground truth network dataset having certain number of communities. Our focus is to design an efficient mechanism to derive communities not only in terms of interaction between the vertices in a community, but also in terms of attribute similarity between all the vertices in a community.
Community detection using keyword search
Although the following method [16] is applicable to attributed graphs and generate communities which satisfies the structure and attribute cohesiveness, but it does not consider the attribute type-value pair for the attribute cohesiveness. Since there can be multiple values for one attribute type, it is necessary to identify the influential attribute type-value pairs, and derive the communities based on these influential attributes. Thus the proposed method is significant to identify the important attribute type-value pairs, and derive more accurate communities for these attributes. The proposed method highlights the importance of finding the influential attributes. The Node-weighted and Edgeweighted attributes are useful to find the probability of edge creation between two nodes based on the connectivity as well as attribute similairty. The existing method [16] does not find such influential attributes or probability of edge creation, hence the proposed method is useful to find accurate communities. The vertices which have strong connectivity and common keyword attributes can be grouped together in the same community. An algorithmic framework is designed to classify keyword attributes on all vertices based on the similarity between a set of attributes on two vertices, and the connectivity between two vertices. These classes can be used to search the vertices strongly related to each other, and hence, eventually the community. Following major steps are involved in the community detection using keyword search method:
1. A probability threshold value called as Node-weight is defined, which derive the influential attributes. If the probability of an attribute type-value pair is greater than or equal to Node-weight , then that attribute type-value pair is considered as an important attribute. 2. A probability threshold value called as Edge-weight is defined, which derives the influential attributes in terms of the connectivity. If the probability of sharing of any attribute type-value pair between all pair of vertices is greater than or equal to Edge-weight , then that attribute type-value pair is considered as an important attribute. 3. All the influential keyword attribute information on nodes can be used to construct an Attribute Index Structure, where different keyword attributes are classified and grouped together in separate groups based on the attribute similarity between the nodes, and their degree structure. 4. The factor Jaccard Index, and average weight of the Edge-weighted attributes between a pair of vertices, is used to measure the similarity of attributes, while k-core and geodesic distance are used to measure the connectivity of the vertices sharing similar attributes. 5. While classifying each vertex in the graph based on the attributes, a new class of attributes can be identified and stored in the Attribute Index Structure. This attribute class information can be assigned as a label to each node of the graph with the keyword attribute information, to find strongly associated nodes. 6. The naive keyword search algorithm is used to determine the personalized communities in the graph based on a query by using different class of attributes assigned to all vertices in the graph. 7. For a generalized community detection, the naive keyword search algorithm is used to determine all communities in the graph based on the class information and keyword attribute information on different nodes in the graph.
All the classes can be accessed iteratively to determine different nodes which belong to the same class, and which share strong association in terms of keyword information. The group of such nodes will form a community structure in the graph. In the next section, an algorithmic framework is defined and explained in detail for each major step.
Keyword search based algorithm
The Keyword Attribute Search-based algorithm requires that every node should have some keyword or attributes associated with them, these keyword attributes are used to search a specific type of attribute and group them together in one class. For example, we use two network datasets Karate-club and Political Book in Figs. 2a and 3 respectively, which have ground-truth communities associated with them. We assign random attributes on each node of both the datasets, and derive communities by using Keyword Search-based algorithm. The random attributes assigned to each node of the Karate-club network is shown in Table 2 . Following major steps are involved in the Keyword Attribute Search-based algorithm:
Node-weight
The first step, in the process of our community detection problem, is to determine the influential nodes among all the nodes in a graph.Since each node v ∈ V contains a set of attributes X ∈ , and each attribute type attr ij ∈ X might be distributed on the different nodes with different values, it is important to find the influential attribute typevalue pairs among all the node attributes. The probability of each attribute type-value pair on all vertices can be used to get influential attributes.The influential attributes can be found based on the probability of each attribute type-value pair among all the nodes in the graph. Let O(attr i ) is the number of times attr i present among all the vertices, N be the number of nodes in the graph, then the probability of attr i can be given as follows:
For the example network shown in Fig. 2a , if we assume the maximum threshold for Node-weight W v = 20.0% , then the corresponding important attributes are listed in Table 3 .
Edge-weight
Once all the important attributes are determined based on the probability of each attribute type-value pair on all the nodes of a graph, we consider the probability of occurrence We can determine the Edge-weight from the above important attribute type-value pairs listed in Table 3 , and the all the edges in Karate-club network graph sharing these attribute type-value pairs. If we assume the maximum threshold value for Edge-weight W e = 10.0% , then, corresponding influential Edge-weight attributes are listed in Table 4 .
Keyword attribute signature
The influential attributes can be stored in a decreasing order of the probability value, and a unique index k i → attr i |∀attr i ∈ X value can be assigned to the attribute type-value pair. The Keyword Attribute Signature contains a vector of these unique index values for a set of attributes on each node. Thus, the Keyword Attribute Signature is a compact representation of the attribute values on each node. The unique Id associated with each attribute type-value pair shown in Table 4 is used to create the Keyword Attribute Signature on each node.
Attribute Index Structure
In the next step, we create an Attribute Index Structure for the Keyword Attribute Signature assigned to all nodes. Given a large attributed graph G = (V, E), the task is to determine different classes of attributes from all the Keyword Attribute Signatures on all vertices. Since we do not have prior information on the type of attributes in the graph, this information can be determined from the keyword attributes on different nodes. The Attribute Index Structure is created iteratively for all nodes and will contain all the class of attributes in the large network graph. Each class of attribute is created iteratively by comparing each node with other nodes. If the two nodes have degree greater than or equal to k_core, then they are considered for the classification. If the two nodes have degree greater than or equal to k_core, and are similar to each other based on Jaccard Similarity Index, then the Keyword Attribute Signature on two nodes can be merged into one class, and two nodes belong to the same class. The Attribute Index Structure would consist of the inverted list of Keyword Attribute Signature for each node with a corresponding class, first visited node, and the total number of vertices which belong to the same class of attributes. The Attribute Index Structure can be denoted as
.., C n : {X n , V n , count(C n )}} , where C i is the class assigned to each attribute set X i , and V i is the first node from which the class C i is derived. The pseudo-code given in Algorithm 1 is used to create the Attribute Index Structure: Table 5 represents the Keyword Attribute Index structure created for the Karateclub network dataset.
Keyword attribute class information
Once the Attribute Index Structure is created, it is used to assign the class of attribute C i on each vertex v i ∈ V along with the Keyword Attribute Signature information. The main idea behind the class is to create awareness about strong relationship or common properties between the nodes. Initially, each vertex with the Keyword Attribute Signature is considered as a separate community while searching it's relationship with other vertices, this Keyword Attribute Signature based search leads to different nodes which share the same attribute information, which eventually helps derive the communities in graph. However, for a large network graph, there are numerous type of attributes associated with all nodes, hence it becomes necessary to classify Keyword Attribute Signature at each node in different classes. There should be a parameter θ c to depict a maximum threshold of similarity between two sets of Keyword Attribute Signatures on two vertices v 1 and v 2 , respectively, based on which it will be easy to prune the search space over a large network Output:
Attribute index structure where C n is the class assigned to each attribute set X m (V n ), and V n is the first node which belongs to C n ;
if Avg weight(attr i , attr j ) ≥ θ w then 13:
count(v i ) + +; {Number of nodes for each class of attribute} 16:
Merge attributes of
end if 18: else 19:
C k ← k + 1 {Create a seperate class for attribute X(v i )}; 20:
end if 26:
end if 27: end for 28: end for 29: return I graph. We can verify if an attribute is present in Attribute Index Structure I. If an attribute attr ij ∈ X(j) is present in the inverted list of attributes {C j :X j , V j , count(C j )} , then we assign the corresponding class C j of attribute attr ij to the node v i . If an attribute attr ij ∈ X(j) is not present in the inverted list, then the attribute attr ij ∈ X j is compared with the existing attributes in I. The similarity between the two sets of attributes is determined based on the Jaccard Similarity Index Sim(v i , v j ) . If the Sim(X i (v i ), X j (v j )) is greater than or equal to the threshold value θ c , then the two attributes are combined together X i (v i ) ∪ X j (v j ) , and same class C i is assigned to the combination of attributes. If Sim(X i (v i ), X j (v j )) is less than the threshold value θ c , then a new class C j is assigned to the attribute X j (V ( j)) along with the node V j in the Attribute Index Structure I. We also keep track of the count of nodes count i (C i ) which belong to same class of attributes while creating the class of attributes in the Attribute Index Structure I. This information is useful in the personalized as well as generalized community detection. Based on the key definitions and Attribute Index Structure I, following lemma is derived to prove that the Attribute Index Structure is useful to classify nodes in different clusters, or groups to form communities.
Lemma 1 Given G = (V , E) and set of attributes X, if X q = {X q1 , X q2 , . . . , X qn } and X q = {X q1 ,X q2 , . . . ,X qn } are the set of attributes on the two vertices q and q respectively, and ( q,q) ∈ G X q i.e. q and q belong to the same subgraph G X q . If L(X q ∩X q ) ≥ K q , then X q ∪X q ∈ C q , where C q ∈ I.
Proof To prove this lemma, we use a proof by contradiction. Let X q = {X q1 , X q2 , . . . , X qn } such that X q ∈ C q , and X q = {X q1 ,X q2 , . . . ,X qn } such that X q ∈Ĉ q . Assuming X q / ∈ C q , then it means that X q and X q does not have any attribute in common, which proves C q is not equal to Ĉ q and L(X q ∩X q ) = φ . Thus, for every query or keyword vertex X q ∈ C q and q ∈ G q i.e. q belongs to the subgraph G q , and X q ∈Ĉ q and q ∈Ĝ q i.e. q belongs to the subgraph Ĝ q . This contradicts the given assumption that ( q,q) ∈ G X q and also fails to satisfy the attribute cohesiveness. This proves the given lemma.
Personalized community detection
As discussed in the previous steps, the Attribute Index Structure I contains the class C i of attributes , first node, and the number of nodes which belongs to class C i , also, keyword attribute X i (v i ) on each node v i ∈ V is updated to include the class C i . This information is crucial for the personalized community detection. The personalized community detection can be defined as, a group of nodes having same class C q i on each node for a given query Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q i } , with i keywords in the query. For a given query Q which has keywords or class of attributes, we access the class information C i , the number of nodes which belong to the same class count i (C i ) , and the first vertex V i which belongs to class C i from I. Once this information is fetched from the Attribute Index Structure I, the naive keyword search algorithm is used to search nodes which belong to class C i . This naive keyword search starts at the node V i derived from I and finds the Breadth First Search (BFS) path with the node V i as the root node. It continues to search the nodes with same class C i of attributes as node v i along the BFS path of the node V i . The Breadth First Search (BFS) path makes sure that all the nodes are covered in the network, and every node is compared with other nodes to find the nodes having similar class label. The keyword search has the upper bound of threshold length count i (C i ) , and continues the keyword search until the count i (C i ) number of nodes are not matched with the given class C i . Following pseudo-code is used for the Keyword Search required in personalized community detection. The pseudo-code for deriving the k_core value for all the nodes, and the retrieval of a Breadth First Search Tree (BFS) for root node V i ∈ I is given by Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5, respectively.
Algorithm 2 Personalized Community Detection
Input:
Set of vertices in the graph; X = (X 1 , X 2 . . . , X m ) : Set of attributes in the graph;
. . , attr j (V i )} : set of attributes associated with each vertex in the graph;
Attribute index structure where C n is the class assigned to each attribute set X m (V n ), and V n is the first node which belongs to C n ; Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n } : Query having a list of keywords or class information;
Output:
Comm(C i ): Communities with the nodes sharing the keyword information in the query Q;
if Class C i ∈ I then 5:
if degree deg node i ≥ k core then 8:
while count ≤ node count i do 11:
for
if Query q i ∈ Class j then 15: 
Generalized community detection
The generalized community detection can derive all communities from a network graph based on the Keyword Attribute Signature associated with each node in the graph. The personalized community detection is based on the keyword search query Q, while generalized community detection may not need keyword search query Q. The Attribute Index Structure I has all the required information about different attributes X i (v i ) on node v i ∈ V and class C i of these attributes. All this information can be used for the generalized community detection. The process starts by scanning the Attribute Index Structure I for each class C i of the attribute, then perform the keyword search at node V i associated with C i in I. The Keyword Search process explained in the personalized community detection leads to a community of nodes for each class C i ∈ I . Same process is performed recursively for each class C i of the attribute, corresponding node V i , and the attributes X i (V i ) associated with the node V i . The pseudo-code given in Algorithm 3 explains the generalized community detection process in detail:
Algorithm 3 Generalized Community Detection
Input: 
Output:
Comm(C i ): Communities having the nodes v i belong to C i ∈ I; 1: Initialize i, j, node = ∅; 2: for Class C i ∈ I do 3:
Class C i ← query q i ; 4:
while count ≤ node count i do 10:
if q i ∈ Class j then 14: The personalized community detection can be used to derive a particular community from a graph in an online manner. However, the generalized Algorithm 4 Find K core for All Vertices 
Arrange V in increasing order accordingly 9:
end if 10:
end for 11: end for Remove Q; 5:
for each visited v j adjacent to w do 6:
mark v j as visited; 7:
Add v j ito Q {Add(Q, v j )}; 8: end for 9: end while community detection can be used to derive all the communities from a graph without any query in an online manner.
Illustration
The proposed method is explained by illustrating a simple example. We consider a small graph with corresponding node attributes and edges as displayed in Fig. 4a . If we consider the Node-weight and Edge-weight as 50% each, we get the influential attributes as {1:School = UNLV } , {2:City = Las Vegas} , {3:Role = Student} , and {4:Role = Professor} .
We create the compact signature from the influential attributes as shown in Fig. 4a . If we consider the Jaccard Similarity Index JCD as 40% , k_core and geodesic distance GD as 1 each, then we can apply the method to get the attribute index structure shown in Fig. 4b . Each class identified in the attribute index structure is assigned as an attribute to each node in the graph. The generalized community detection algorithm gives all the communities for the sample graph as shown in Fig. 4c .
For example, if we look at the Karate-Club network graph shown in Fig. 2a with different attributes on each node and the Attribute Index Structure shown in Table 5 , we derive the community of nodes that belong to the same class of attributes as shown in Fig. 5a . Similarly, based on the previously defined measures, we derive the communities for the Political-Books network dataset shown in Fig. 3 . All the communities are displayed in Fig. 5b .
Algorithm analysis
The complexity analysis of the proposed method can be divided into following major parts based on the major steps involved in the community detection process.
Node-weight and Edge-weight
The Node-weight and Edge-weight are calculated by calculating the probability of each attribute on each node v i and edge e ij , respectively. Let's assume that there are n nodes and m edges in a network graph, and each node contains an average of c attributes, then the time required to calculate Node-weight and Edge-weight can be given as follows:
Maximizing degree of nodes
Identifying the nodes, which have a maximum degree, satisfy the requirement of the structure cohesiveness. The k-core measure is used to identify such nodes with a maximum , where m is the number of lines. Since all the n nodes of graph G are traversed to identify the k-core value, the complexity of the process to maximize the degree of nodes can be given as follows:
Communities generated from ground-truth network dataset using proposed method. Communities generated for the sample ground-truth network datasets using the proposed method
Attribute Index Structure creation
As explained in the previous section, the Attribute Index Structure is created to classify Keyword Attribute Signature on each node into different classes. These classes are used to generate the communities based on the similarity of a set of attributes on two nodes of the graph. Since we consider the nodes which have degree greater than or equal to the threshold value of k_core, nodes which have degree less than the k_core are rejected and will not be part of any community. This criteria prune the search space over a large network graph. There is another threshold known as Jaccard Similarity Index θ c , which verify the similarity between two Keyword Attribute Signatures. If the similarity between two sets is greater than or equal to θ c , then such sets are combined into one class C i , otherwise, the two sets are classified into two different class of attributes C i and C j , respectively. If we consider the worst case scenario where all the nodes are densely connected to each other, hence, they have maximal degrees associated with them, then all the n nodes of the graph G are considered for the Attribute Index Structure creation. Also, if we assume that there are c attributes on each node of the graph G, then the time required for the comparison of the two Keyword Attribute Signatures would be some constant value. Hence, the total time required for the creation of Attribute Index Structure can be given by the following equation:
Keyword search for community detection
Every class of attributes in the Attribute Index Structure C i ∈ I is associated with a vertex V i , and the number of nodes count i (C i ) which belong to the class C i . This information is used for the personalized as well as generalized community detection by using the Keyword Search method. Since the generalized community detection uses each class of attributes C i ∈ I , the Keyword Search method is executed for every class and generate communities. The Keyword Search starts at the first vertex V i associated with class C i , then it searches iteratively for keyword C i on every node in Breadth First Search (BFS) tree oriented at root V i ( v i ∈ BFS_TREE(V i ) ). It is also necessary to consider another important requirement for cohesive community structure, i.e. shortest path length between two nodes. The shortest path length between two nodes should be less than or equal to a maximum threshold path length. Thus, the time required for the generalized community detection with keyword search would consist of the total time required for finding Node-weight, Edge-weight, and k-core, creating Attribute Index Structure, retrieving the BFS tree for vertex v i ∈ C i , and determining the nodes having shortest path length less than or equal to a maximum threshold path length. The time required for the BFS tree creation is O(|V | + |E|) , but the nodes in the graph have maximum degree forming a dense structure, hence, it is safe to assume that the time required for the BFS tree creation is dominated by the number of edges, that is O(|E|), or O(m). Now, the generalized community detection searches for all the classes C i ∈ I , hence, the BFS tree is retrieved for each vertex v i associated with C i ∈ I .
In the worst case, each vertex v i belongs to separate class C i , hence, the BFS tree requires the O(n * |E|) or O(|V | * |E|) time. The time required to calculate the shortest path length for n or |V| vertices is O(n 2 ) or O(|V | 2 ) . Thus, the total time complexity for the generalized community detection can be given as follows:
Since as per the assumption, the given graph is undirected, attributed, and dense graph, hence the number of edges |E| dominate the number of nodes |V|, which results in the time complexity to be bounded with the number of edges or degree of the nodes. Hence, the resultant time complexity for the generalized community detection can be given as follows:
Experimental results
Different experiments are performed to verify the accuracy of the proposed method. We consider only the undirected and attributed graph for all the experiments. All the experiments are executed on 64 GB main memory in Intel Core i5 @ 3.70 GHz on an Windows 10 operating system. Python 2.7 is used to implement the algorithms with networkx package for graph related operations.
Experimental setup
We divide our experiments into three parts. The first part of the experiment compares the proposed approach with the existing methods. We use the network datasets like Karate-Club, American Football, Political-Books, Dolphin-network, email-EU-core, DBLP, and Amazon [38] with the ground-truth communities for the comparison experiment. The second part contains the experiments on smaller datasets, where a number of nodes in the graph are less than or equal to 1000, while the third part contains experiments on the large datasets where the number of nodes in the graph is greater than 10,000. Since the community structure would contain the dense subgraphs, we include the variation in a number of edges by creating synthetic graphs having 2000, 5000, and 10,000 nodes respectively, and the probability of edge creation 0.50, 0.40, and 0.30 respectively. We distribute a number of attributes randomly on each node of all the above graphs where no attribute values are assigned to any node, so that the threshold value for attribute classification varies, and the resultant community structure can be verified. We use real datasets like YouTube video crawl [39] , Twitter User Profiles [40] , Skytrax Airline Reviews, Terrorist Data [41] , Caesars Entertainment anonymous dataset, and Facebook for the second and third part of the experiment. We randomly assign attributes to the datasets having only edge lists, and randomly create edges with a certain probability of edge creation for the datasets having node list only. The networkx package of Python 2.7 is used for all the graph related operation in the experiments. Table 6 shows the details about the runtime and a number of communities in each comparison experiment. 
Discussion
the number of communities generated for existing methods and the proposed method, respectively. Tables 7 and 8 show the statistics for the small as well as large graph datasets, respectively. The tables show statistics about the number of nodes, the number of edges, the probability of edge creation, and the number of attributes on each node. Tables 9 and 10 show the statistics about the experimental results on the small as well as large graph datasets, respectively. The tables show detailed information of each experiment, where the number of nodes and edges are mentioned along with the threshold value for the similarity of attributes between two nodes, a threshold value for the shortest path length, the number of communities, and the time required for the proposed particular property. We create a graph G = (V , E) with |V | = 200 nodes and |E| = 12000 edges with 60% probability of edge creation in the graph at different nodes, this makes the graph structurally cohesive. We assign different attributes X i (v i ) like, Patron_Id, Path_From_Property, Path_To_Property, Time_From_Property, Time_To_Property, and Place_Visited on all the vertices v i ∈ V . Since each attribute may have different values on each node, the probability threshold value of Node-weight =10.0 and Edge-Weight =1.0 is set. Tables 11 and 12 represent all the attribute type-value pairs having probability greater than or equal to Node-weight and Edge-weight, respectively. Table 13 represents the Attribute Index Structure for graph dataset. Figs. 9, 10a-c, 11a-c show the original graph and communities generated through the proposed method, respectively. Now, for the personalized community detection, we can create the queries q like, find a community of nodes where people traveled from property A to property B. Such a query q represents the class of keyword attributes Path_From_ Property = A, Path_To_Property = B , and the personalized community detection algorithm finds all the nodes v i ∈ I , where C i (v i ) = q . This creates a community of nodes Comm i (C i ) , where all the nodes have path from Property A to B . However, the generalized community detection finds the communities Comm i (C i ) for all C i ∈ I , which contains all the nodes sharing the keyword attribute information, resulting in more accurate community detection as desired.
Concluding remarks
A community structure derived from an attributed graph exhibits the structure and keyword attribute cohesiveness. The proposed keyword search based method derives communities with the structure and keyword attribute cohesiveness by constructing an Attribute Index Structure. The Attribute Index Structure correctly represents different classes of attributes and helps to derive the community of nodes which share a finite number of keyword attributes, along with the cohesive structure. The proposed method is able to provide the personalized and generalized community detection methods, which provides the flexibility to determine community of nodes in an online manner. Hence, the proposed method provides a more accurate measure of community detection in terms of the cohesive structure as well as keyword attribute similarity, compared to the existing algorithms. In addition, the proposed method provides a mechanism to generate communities in an online manner, which is more useful to determine real-time community of nodes. For future work, we intend to design a probabilistic model to predict the community of a node based on its connectivity with different nodes and attribute similarity. A probabilistic model can predict the class of a node, which can be further used for the Advanced Keyword Search techniques. We will also examine other metrics of keyword search over distributed graphs so that, the current work can be extended to a distributed environment and more efficient techniques of keyword search can be incorporated for the purpose of community detection.
Abbreviations GD: geodesic distance; BFS: Breadth First Search.
